After the classical papers of Zadeh [ 181 and Chang [3 ], many concepts of general topology have been extended to fuzzy set theory: in this paper we are interested to develop the study of fuzzy uniformities, fuzzy proximities, and of the connexions between such structures.
subclass of fuzzy uniform spaces: it turns out that this subclass consists precisely of those uniform spaces which we call "totally bounded," and the correspondence is functorial. Totally bounded fuzzy uniform spaces form a reflective full subcategory of the category of fuzzy uniform spaces. These results, and others related to them, are the natural extensions to fuzzy set theory of well-known classical theorems.
Other nice extensions of classical results are provided by Theorems 3.5 and 5.10: in the former we show that a fuzzy normal space admits a canonical fuzzy proximity, in the latter we prove that the usual fuzzy uniformity on the fuzzy unit interval is totally bounded.
At last we remark that it is possible to define a different kind of fuzzy proximity, which accords with Lowen uniformities in a satisfactory way: this will be the matter of a forthcoming paper.
NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, (L, V, A, ') will be a (complete) completely distributive lattice with order reversing involution ' (= complementation).
Given a set X, any element of Lx is called "fuzzy set" and will be denoted by small Greek letters, such as y, ,D, V, p, u, r. 0 and 1 denote the infimum and the supremum of L, respectively; if Y is a subset of X, we use the same letter Y to indicate the element of L" so defined :
f(x) = 1 ifxE Y, f(x) = 0 otherwise;
for a E L, x E X, ax denotes the element of Lx which takes the value a at the point x and 0 elsewhere; ax is said to be a fuzzy point and x is its support; put also lx = .Y. If p E Lx. we say that ax belongs to p, or that ax is a fuzzy point of p if a <p(x).
Lx inherits a structure of lattice with order reversing involution in a natural way, by defining V, A, ' pointwise (same notations of L are used).
If f : X+ Y is a function, and ,u, u belong to Lx, L" respectively, as usual we put: f+(v)(x) = v(f(~)) = (V 0 f)(x) for x E X; f@)(y) = sup{&): x E X,f(x) = 4') for .rEY, clearly f+(v) E L", f@) E L' and we have easily J-u-'(~)) = 1' AfV) and f'w.P)) 2 P.
Moreover observe that f + preserves complementation, arbitrary unions and arbitrary intersections and that f (Vi,,,ui) = ViE, f bi).
A fuzzy topological space is a pair (X. ") vvhete Z-z L' contains the constants Q and 1. and is closed under finite intersections and arbitrary unions. The elements of E-are called open and their complements closed.
Given a fuzzy topological space (X. F j, a fuzzy set ,LJ E L ' is said to be a F-neighborhood (simply neighborhood if no confusion may arise) of as if there exists r E ,F such that U-Y < 1' < ,UU; clearly a fuzzy set is open if and only if it is a neighborhood of any of its points: interior and closure of fuzzy sets are defined in the usual way.
If (X. F), (Y, .-;I ) are fuzzy topological spaces. a function f: X + Y is said to be continuous if f'(r) E iF for every r E .7.
Since we shall always deal with "fuzzy" concepts. for the sake of brevity, we shall sometimes write "f. topology" or simply "topology" instead of "fuzzy topology." similarly for fuzzy uniformities, fuzzy proximities and so on: when we shall refer to the classical case. we shall write it explicitly. using words such as "usual" or "classical."
We use the definition of fuzzy uniform space given by Hutton in 15 ]. Denote by I the set of maps U: Lx + I." which satisfy:
( 1 for ,u,pi E Lx.
ief As in [5] . if CT. V belong to -2, define U A V to be the infimum of U and V in 3. which turns out to satisfy
an element U such that U = U-' is called symmetric.
A fuzzy uniformity on X is a subset V of 2 such that 22 f 0,
UE P and U< VE 2', implies VE %/,
U E 27 implies there exists VE % such that V 0 V< U, (U4) U E 9 implies U-' E P.
W5)
Subbasis and basis of a uniformity get the obvious significance (see also [5, p. 5631) ; it is also clear what we mean when we say that a f. uniformity is finer or coarser than another one.
Clearly (U5) may be replaced by N has a basis of symmetric elements. W') Given a function f: X + Y, for any V: L r + L ", following [ 5 1, we define f(V): L" -Lx by the position:
It is easy to verify that if I' satisfies (Al )-(A3), then f+(V) satisfies (A 1 )-(A3), too. If (X, V), (Y, P ') are uniform spaces, a function f : X + Y is said to be a uniform map if for every V E 7'-, the element f+(V) belongs to P.
Hutton has shown that any fuzzy uniformity ?V induces a fuzzy topology F, putting ProoJ The "only if' part is trivial. For the converse, clearly it is enough to show that, if S,, S, belong to 9, then f '(S, A S,) belongs to P'; namely, we show that f 'P, * S,) = f 'P,) A f '(S*).
First observe that the first member of the equality is less than or equal to the second one. For the other inequality we have, for ,u E Lx and x E X,
and f 'P, * S*U)(x) = (S, A S&f Cu))(f (x>) = "I "L$f(p) (S,(h) " S,@J)(f(x)); now notice that if r, V ~3~ =f(,u), we have
A ,u = .uu;
Hence if one takes pi = f+(vi) A ,u, one gets ,u, V ,K, = ,U and f@i) = Vi, and the conclusion follows. 1
FUZZY PROXIMITIES

DEFINITION.
A fuzzy proximity on a set X is a function 6: Lx X Lx + {O, 1 ] which satisfies, for any ,u, V, p E Lx, the following conditions:
40, I) = 0, P5)
The pair (X, 6) is said to be a fuzzy proximity space.
If S(u, p) = 0 we say that ,D and p are far; otherwise we say that they are proximal.
(PI)-(P4) are the natural extensions of the classical case; (P5) needs some comment since in [7] the analogous axiom was formulated in a different manner: anyway its role will become clear later on: but now we point out that in the case L = (0, 11, (P5) means exactly that if two subsets intersect, then they are proximal. In the case L = [0, l] = I, (P5) means that ,U and p are proximal whenever there exists x E X such that: P(X) + p(x) > 1. To see that conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent, one may use part (i) of the next lemma; part (ii) will be used later on.
2.3 LEMMA. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space. Clearly the set of all the proximities on a given set X can be equipped with a partial order by defining 6, finer than 6, (or 6, coarser than 6,) if the identity of X is a proximity map from (X, S,) to (X, &).
Our aim is now to define and investigate the fuzzy topology induced by a fuzzy proximity.
Take a proximity space (X, 6) and, for any ,D E LX, put int@) = sup@: S@, p') = O};
we shall write indifferently fi or intg).
2.4 PROPOSITION. The function int: Lx -+ Lx satisfies the interior axioms; namely, we have, for ,u, p E Lx,
int(int@)) = int@),
Proof (11) and (12) follow trivially from (PI) and (P5), respectively.
(13) Clearly int(int&)) < in@); now take p such that S@, p') = 0. By (P4) there exists y such that S@, y') = 0 and 6(y,p') = 0; hence p < int(r), y < in@) and int(>J) < int(int@)) because int is monotone; therefore p < int(int@)) for every p such that a@, ,D') = 0, so that int(int@)) > int@). (14) Trivially inth A p) < int&) A in@). Proof. (i) The "if' part is trivial; for the converse, take y such that 6(r', p) = 0 = S@, y); hence y' < int@') so that y > (intb'))' = ji and S@, p) = 0.
(ii) By (i) we get that ,C< sup{v: G&p) = S(v,p) for every p E Lx}; then take v 4 ,C such that S@, p) = 6(v, p) for every p E Lx and put r = ,U V v; observe that t$ ,C and s(t, p) = S@, p) for every p E Lx. Since r' $ (,E)' = in+'), by the definition of int there exists u 4 r' such that Sk, u) = 0, while (P5) implies 6(r, u) = 1, a contradiction. 1
FUZZY PROXIMITIES AND SEPARATION AXIOMS
We collect here some definitions which we shall use: some of them are the usual ones (see, e.g., [4, 5, 12 , 161); however we remark that the Hausdorff axiom has had a hard life in fuzzy set theory since many authors proposed different definitions (e.g., [ 14, 12, 171) ; one of these definitions, given in [ 11, is rather strange, since it implies that every fuzzy set is open, as one can easily check.
DEFINITIONS.
A fuzzy toplogical space (X, F) is said to be 
Prooj
ax < (by?)' implies, by (P5'), 6(ax, by) = 0; hence there exists y such that 6(ax, y') = 0 and 6(y, b-y) = 0 so that ax < j < jj< (by)'. 1
We have already seen that, given a fuzzy proximity 6 on X, we have &u, p) = S&p):
hence S(,u, p) = 0 implies ,ii< @-'; therefore one may wander if, given a fuzzy topological space, the position &P,P) = 0 iff ,L< @)' defines a fuzzy proximity. The next theorem gives a solution which is analogous to the classical one. (ii) if 6 is a proximity, then & is coarser than 6, (iii) if (X, a) is normal and T,, then g6 and & coincide, and 6 is the finest proximity which induces 6.
ProoJ: (i) Z-Take ,u, p f. closed sets, ,u < p'; by the definition of 6, it is 6&p) = 0, hence there exists 1' such that S(u, y') = 0, 6(y,p) = 0, which imply p < f< p<p'. X= (Pl), (P2), (P3) and (P5) are trivial. To check (P4), take ,u,p such that S(U, p) = 0, which means ,U ,< @-)'; by normality there exists an open set y such that ,D < y < y< (~7)' and conclude that S(D, y') = 0 and 6(y, p) = 0.
(ii) Let p be a F*-open set: it means that y = sup{pi: i E I), where 6(pi,,u') = 0 for every iE I, that is, cl,Qi) < (cl&'))': hence p < Vi,, cl,@,) < (cl&~')) <,u and ,U = (cl&$')) is a F-open set. (iii) If ,U is a K-open set and ax <,u, then, by the definitions, &ax, ,D') = 0, which implies that ax < intd,@).
The last remark is an obvious consequence of 2.8(i) and (P5). 1
We conclude this section providing another approach to fuzzy proximity spaces, which clearly resembles what happens in the usual case.
Take a fuzzy proximity 6 and consider the binary relation < on L" given by ,D < p if 6@, p') = 0. It is easy to show that the relation @ verifies the following conditions: 
p + pi, i = I,..., n, implies ,U < /I Pi,
,U Q p implies that there exists y such that ,U & y < p,
iu Q p implies iu < p;
(46) if 6 is separated, then we also have:
for every pair of fuzzy points QX, b~j, we have ax 6 (6~) iff ax ,< (by)'.
(46') One sees immediately that (42) and (46') imply (46).
Vice versa, given a relation < on Lx, which satisfies the properties (Q 1 )-(Q6), one obtains a fuzzy proximity putting &P,P)=O iff p<p'.
If the relation satisfies (Ql)-(Q5).
(Q6'), such a proximity is separated.
CONNEXIONS BETWEEN FUZZY PROXIMITIES AND FUZZY UNIFORMITIES
In this section we shall study some connexions between fuzzy uniformities and fuzzy proximities: namely. we shall show that any f. uniformity induces a f. proximity in a canonical way. and vice versa: this correspondence works nicely.
Let V be a f. uniformity and, for ,K, p E L.Y. define It is easy to show that a separated uniformity induces a Hausdorff topology and that S, is a separated proximity. I 4.3 THEOREM. Let ZY be a f. uniformity. SY and 6% induce the same topology.
Proof
Given a fuzzy set ,u, observe that (v: there exists U E 22 such that U(v) < ,u} = (v: 6d(v, ,u') = 0) and the supremum of the first member of the equality is the interior of ,u in the topology induced by 22, while the supremum of the second one is the interior ofp in the topology induced by 6,. I
Now we tackle this problem: how can one construct a fuzzy uniformity when a fuzzy proximity is given ? As in the classical case, the solution presents some difftculties.
Let (X, 6) be a f. proximity space and put Given a fuzzy proximity 6, we shall denote by %a the fuzzy uniformity which has the collection 9 introduced above as a subbasis.
With a technique quite analogous to the one used by Hutton in the proof of Lemma 3 in [5] (which requires that Lx be completely distributive), one can show that for any finite family U,,..., U,, of elements of 9, the following equality holds, for any v E Lx:
This formula enables us to characterize the finite infima of elements of 2. Let 6 be a given f. proximity, )t E L". .ic as above, Uuipi elements of .-7 for i = I,..., n. Denote by .P the set and, in order to sempll~$ the notations, put V= A UuiOi, 5, = ( A pj)'for any nonempty subset J of (l,..., n). i=l ief ' Then V(r)=inf(r,:JE P} ("") (Ice agree that the second member is 1 lchen P = 0).
Proof. First, notice that if J, K are nonempty subsets of (l..... n} and J c K, then tJ < rK. We want to show that the left member of equality (* *) is less than or equal to the right one; this is trivial if .P is empty. For any nonempty J E .P such that ProoJ It is enough to show that U,,, E 22 whenever 6&u, p) = 0, that is, whenever there exists U E 2 such that Cr@) < p': then, owing to the definition of UP,, we have U < U,, , hence U,, E M. n The next example shows that indeed ~24 can be properly coarser than P.
4.10 EXAMPLE. Let 22' be the fuzzy uniformity on I' which has as a basis the element U: I'+ I' so defined:
We show that P # pp. In fact the inequality where 6,bi, pi) = 0 for i = l,..., n, cannot be satisfied by any choice of the pairs bi, pi): first it is not restrictive to suppose pi # 0 since U,,(u) = 1 for any p E I' and any v E I', P # Q; then observe that, putting m, = U(,ui), ri = U@,), trivially it is U,,,,i < ULLipi; then take 0% m$ Al=, mi and, using the equality (*), we get m=U(m)< ji mi < h (1 -ri) = (U,,,, A .*. A umnrn)(m);
i=l ikl clearly, in this example, we use the same symbols to denote both real numbers and their corresponding constant functions.
TOTALLY BOUNDED FUZZY UNIFORMITIES
In this section we shall introduce a reflective full subcategory of the category of f. uniform spaces and f. uniform maps. by which we provide a characterization of those uniformities that are induced by a f. proximity.
5.1 DEFINITION. We say that a fuzzy uniformity ;"7 is totally bounded if there exists a basis .D of @ such that for any I/ E .3. the set (U(u) : p E L,' } is finite.
The definition introduced above is coherent with the well-known definition of totally bounded uniformity: that is, in the usual case, i.e., if L = { 0. 1 }. one can show that the two definitions are equivalent.
Remark that, in view of (*), we can replace the word "basis" by "subbasis" in Definition 5.1. Proof: (i) U-'(u) f U-'(p) implies that p' and p' do not exceed the same elements pi: hence U-' can assume at most 2" different values.
(ii) Put ,ui = sup@: U(u) <pi}. Since U preserves suprema, we have U(,ui) <pi, hence 6,(,ui, pi) = 0; therefore Uuipi belongs to K for every i = l,..., n by 4.9. It is obvious, by the definitions, that Uwipi> U for every i. On the other hand U > U, ,pi A .-. A U,,,p;, because CT@) = pi, j E ( l,..., n 1. implies ,u < ,uj? hence U,j,(,u) = pj. The equality is now evident.
(iii) By (ii), U is a finite inlimum of elements of the canonical subbasis of ~9'; hence the thesis follows from Proposition 5. (ii) 3 By Proposition 1.1 it is enough to show that f'( U,.,) belongs to K whenever r, u are elements of L ' for which there exists V E 7 such that V(v) < (5'. Indeed, by the hypothesis, there exists UE K such that U(f+(r)) < (f'(o))'; hence the element U,. 0in af = f+(U,.,) belongs to 9.
-c= Let r, u E L ', V E 2' such that V(r) < 0'; then U,,, belongs to moreover, by the lemma above. ~~(.C;,";,"s-sv),'~~~-~~~~~~~hi~~ izjlies thatfis a proximity map. ThbOlast assertion is clear. 1 5.9 Remark. If (X, U) is a totally bounded f. uniform space, then for every U E P there exists a finite subset F of X such that U(F) = 1. In fact, take V < U such that { I'@): ,U E Lx} has a finite number of elements, say: 03 1. Pi,..., ,u,,. For every i E { l,.... n}, take xi E X such that pi(xi) < 1 and put F = (x, ,..., x,): then observe that U(F) > V(F) > V(x,) kpi for every i. Hence V(F) #pi for every i, which implies U(F) = V(F) = 1.
However this condition is properly weaker than the total boundedness: one can easily check that the space of Example 4.10 verifies this condition. while we have already proved that it is not totally bounded.
We conclude the paper providing at the same time, an example of a nontrivial totally bounded f. uniform space and an extension of a classical result.
Let I(L) be the fuzzy unit interval, equipped with the usual f. topology and usual f. uniformity introduced in [4, 51. We recall that a subbasis for the topology is given by {L,, R,: t E iFi}, where The usual fuzzy uniformity on I(L) is totally bounded.
